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Abstract: Cold atom experiments often use images of the atom clouds as their exclusive source of experimental in-
formation. The most commonly used technique is absorption imaging, which provides accurate information
about the shapes of the atom clouds, but requires care when seeking the absolute atom number for small
atom samples. In this paper, we present an independent, absolute calibration of the atom numbers. We di-
rectly compare the atom number detected using dark-ground imaging to the one observed by fluorescence
imaging of the same atoms in a magneto-optical trap. We normalise the signal using single-atom resolved
fluorescence imaging. In order to be able to image the absorption of the very low atom numbers involved,
we use diffractive dark-ground imaging as a novel, ultra-sensitive method of in situ imaging for untrapped
atom clouds down to only 100 atoms. We demonstrate that the Doppler shift due to the acceleration of the
atoms by the probe beam has to be taken into account when measuring the atom-number.
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Cold atom experiments extract most of their experimentalinformation from images of freely expanding atom clouds.
∗E-mail: darkimaging@bec.gr (Corresponding Author)

In recent years the drive towards measurements of corre-lations, squeezing, and entanglement in one, two, or threedimensions has created a great need for better imagingtechniques for very small atom samples [1–3]. Fluores-cence detection has been demonstrated down to the sin-
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gle atom level for trapped atoms [4] and more recently foratoms falling through a light sheet [5]. In the context ofultra-cold atoms and Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC),where the spatial distribution of atoms reveals most of theimportant physics, absorption imaging is the most com-monly used technique. Recently, diffractive dark-groundimaging has been demonstrated as a novel ultra-sensitivetechnique to image very small ultra-cold atom sample [6].Often, it is of great importance to detect the shape of anatom cloud also as well as its absolute atom number. Amagneto-optic trap (MOT) can measure down to singleatoms [7]. Unfortunately, it provides spatial informationonly about the average distribution of trapped atoms, andthus about the confining potential. Dark-ground imagingallows one to measure the shape of very small clouds,but fails to reach the single atom level. Ref. [6] providesa detailed analysis of the atom numbers detected usingdark-ground and absorption imaging. In an experimentalcomparison between the two methods they found goodagreement. Both the absorption and dark-ground imagingtechniques, however, rely on exactly the same physicswith respect to the scattering of the light by the atoms.
In this letter, we compare the atom number detected byfluorescence imaging in a magneto-optic trap (MOT) tothe ones detected by absorption imaging. We normalisethe fluorescence contribution per atom by observing thephoton statistics of just a few atoms trapped in the MOT.In order not to affect the normalisation, we choose tokeep the MOT parameters constant even for larger atomnumbers. The atom density in this high-gradient MOThas to be kept well below any saturation limit, e.g. dueto molecular association, resulting in samples which arefar too small for standard absorption imaging techniques.We therefore employ dark-ground imaging—a novel ultrasensitive absorption imaging technique [6]. For eachdata-point, we determine the number of atoms from animage of the fluorescence of the atoms in the MOT,release the atoms, and take the dark-ground imagingsequence of the very same atom sample. We examineatom samples from two thousand down to a few hundredatoms.The experimental setup (Fig. 1) consists of a fused-silicaUHV cell, the MOT and imaging optics, and the field gen-erating coils. The MOT traps from one to a few thousand87Rb atoms. The three retro-reflected MOT beams havean 1/e2 diameter of 3 mm and a saturation parameter of
s = 4 per beam. The magnetic field gradient is 75 G/cmresulting in an average cloud size of about 15µm. We userubidium dispensers to control the pressure of 87Rb in thevacuum cell, which enables us to reduce the atom numberin the MOT down to single 87Rb atoms with a trap-lifetime
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MOT     beams

Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. Three sets of retro-
reflected beams (red) form a magneto-optic trap (MOT) in-
side a UHV glass cell. The field generating coils lie above
and below the plane of the image. The fluorescence emit-
ted from the MOT is collected by the relay objective and
magnified onto the CCD camera. For dark-ground imaging
the atoms are probed with a short pulse of a probe light
(dark blue). The first lens collimates the diffracted light
(green) but focuses the probe light. In the Fourier plane
of the image, an opaque disk blocks the probe beam, but
leaves the diffracted light virtually untouched. A second
lens then forms a bright image of the atom cloud on a
dark background, which is subsequently magnified onto
the CCD camera by a microscope objective.

of up to 13 s. This allows us to directly detect the fluores-cence level of a single atom as an absolute normalisationof the atom number in the MOT. We determine the singleatom fluorescence from the histogram of the photon countsof a low atom MOT. For this we take a number of fluo-rescence images of a MOT containing just a few atoms(τexp = 0.5 s). We then fit a 2D-Gaussian to each imageand use it to calculate the integrated photon counts. Wethen fit Gaussians to the resulting histograms of the pho-ton counts (see for example Fig. 2). The fit to the first andsecond non-zero peak then serves as a normalisation forthe fluorescence images of larger clouds. We estimate theuncertainty due to long-term drifts at about 15%.
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Figure 2. Histogram of the integrated photon counts on the CCD
camera of 300 successive fluorescence images in a MOT.
The first non-zero peak corresponds to a single atom and
the second to two atoms.

Dark-ground imaging uses an optical Fourier transformfilter to selectively remove the light of the probe beamfrom the image. This reduces the noise from the largebackground of the probe light, thus enabling us to image
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atom clouds with only 100 atoms at optical depths1 downto OD = 0.01 using an exposure time of 100µs. The prin-ciples of diffractive dark-ground imaging are described in[6]. Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup used here. Thecollimated probe beam (blue lines) is partially absorbedby a small atom cloud thus forming a dark region on abright background. The image of the cloud then diffracts(green lines) until it reaches the first lens, which colli-mates the diffracted light but focuses the remaining lightof the probe beam. A small dark spot placed at the focusof the first lens then blocks the probe beam but leavesvirtually untouched the collimated diffraction of the atomcloud. A second lens then images the light onto a camera,where the atom cloud appears as a bright object on a darkbackground. By removing the probe light from the finalimage, diffractive dark-ground imaging filters out much ofthe noise that is contained within this background thusallowing the detection of far lower atom numbers. A typ-ical imaging sequence contains three images: First wetake the dark-ground image (Idark) with the atoms and theprobe light present, then the reference image without theatoms (Iref), and finally the background image (Ibgr). Wethen calculate the transmission T = (Idark−Ibgr)/(Iref−Ibgr).The atom column density n is then
n = 2

σ

(√
T + Ω2 −Ω) , (1)

where Ω is the fluorescence detection efficiency and σ =
σ0/(1 + s + 4δ2/Γ2) the atomic absorption cross sectionincluding corrections for the laser detuning and saturation,with σ0 = 2.503 mW/cm2 [8]. Figure 3 shows examples ofdark-ground images of 115 to 1800 atoms.

115 atoms 1090 atoms240 atoms 1800 atoms

Figure 3. Dark-ground images of clouds with various atom numbers
taken with an illumination time of 100µs. The reference
images have been subtracted from the raw images. The
size of the frames is 80 × 80µm in the object plane. The
atom numbers are determined from the corresponding flu-
orescence images.

The objective in Fig. 1 is used for both fluorescence anddiffractive dark-ground images and consists of two iden-tical sets of lenses at a distance of two focal lengths (f ).
1 We define the optical depth as the natural logarithm of
the transmittance through the atom cloud.

The dark spot is located in the Fourier plane of the image,exactly in the middle between the two sets of lenses (4f-configuration) and consists of an AR-coated window witha circular chromium spot of 200µm diameter at its centre.The resulting image is then magnified ×4 by a microscopeobjective and imaged onto the CCD of the camera. The to-tal imaging system has a numerical aperture of NA = 0.1and a diffraction limited resolution of 9µm. The CCD cam-era (Andor iKon-M 934BR-DD) has a quantum efficiencyof 95% at 780 nm and a pixel size of 13µm resulting ina pixel size of 3.25µm in the object plane. The trans-mission of the optics including the window of the cell is84% resulting in a total fluorescence detection efficiencyof Ω = 0.002. For both trapping and imaging, we use thecycling transition F = 2→ F ′ = 3 of the D-2 line and aweak repumper (5% of total) at F = 1→ F ′ = 2. For thedark-ground imaging we use σ-polarised light.In choosing the size of the dark spot, care has been takento block the probe beam as much as possible withoutsignificantly attenuating the diffracted light. The lightdiffracted by a cloud of Gaussian shape expands likea Gaussian beam according to w(z) = w0√1 + (z/zR)2,where zR = πw20 /λ is the Rayleigh range. The first setof lenses collimates this beam which then travels pastthe dark spot. For a typical atom-cloud of a radius of
w0 = 15µm and a dark spot of 100µm radius we calcu-late a loss of the image intensity of only 2%. The radius ofour imaging beam of w0 ≥ 0.5 mm results in a focal spot of
w0 ≤ 47µm, which matches our measured extinction ratioof 800. Larger dark spots result in higher extinction ratios,at the cost of increasing the losses in the image intensitiesof larger clouds. Larger probe beams, on the other hand,result in an increased background due to scattering. Inorder to prevent a change in the size of the atom cloudduring the dark-ground imaging, we choose the exposuretime (τ = 100µs) short enough, so that the transversediffusion (∆ρ = vrec√Rscτ3/3) is small compared to theradius of the atom cloud (w0). With vrec as the recoil ve-locity and Rsc as the scattering rate we find for our typicalparameters a diffusion of ∆ρ ' 7µm, which is smaller thanour cloud radii of w0 ' 15µm.A comparison between the atom number measured by flu-orescence to the one determined by dark-ground imagingcan be seen in Fig. 5 . The imaging procedure commencesby taking a fluorescence image of the trapped atoms withan exposure time of 0.5 s. We then switch off the trap,wait 1 ms, and acquire a sequence of three images: thedark-ground, reference, and background image. We usean exposure time of τ = 100µs at a saturation parameterof s = 2.5 and a detuning of δ = +0.7 Γ. The delay be-tween the images in the dark-ground sequence is 400µs.The atom number found from each dark-ground image is
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Event Duration
Fluorescence Image in MOT 500ms
Switch off MOT 0.1ms
Free Expansion 1ms
Dark Ground Image 0.1ms
Wait 0.4ms
Reference Image 0.1ms
Wait 0.4ms
Background Image 0.1ms

Figure 4. The imaging Sequence: Fluorescence Imaging in the MOT (blue) and Dark-Ground Imaging (red) of the untapped atoms.

compared directly to the one from fluorescence image ofthe same atom cloud. Fitting a straight line to the data,we find that the atom number detected by dark-groundimaging is about 24% larger than the one of fluorescenceimaging.
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Figure 5. Atom number measured by the dark-ground imaging as a
function of the atom number determined by fluorescence
imaging. The solid line is a straight line fit to the data re-
sulting in a slope of 1.24 ± 0.08 atoms per atom and an
offset of 1 ± 66 atoms. At a detuning of + 0.7 Γ, a sat-
uration of s = 2.5, and an exposure time of 100µs the
correction factor due to the Doppler shift is 0.77 resulting
in a final slope of 0.96± 0.06. The quoted errors are stan-
dard errors of the fit. The uncertainty in the fluorescence
detection is about 15%.

We attribute this 24% increase in the atom numbers de-tected by dark-ground imaging to the fact that the lightfrom the probe beam accelerates the atoms during theimaging pulse; thus Doppler-shifting the probe light closerto resonance. We calculate this increase in scattering dueto the Doppler shift by determining first the change in ve-locity due to the imaging beam and then averaging thereduced scattering over the imaging time. The scatteringrate including the Doppler-shift is [9]:
Γscatter = Γ2 s1 + s+ 4(δ − kv )2/Γ2 (2)

where v is the velocity of the atoms, k = 2π/λ the wave-vector of the imaging beam, δ the detuning from the tran-

sition in units of radians/s, and Γ the natural full linewidth of the transition. We determine the velocity of theatoms as a function of exposure time solving the differen-tial equation for the acceleration a = h̄kΓscatter/m. Wethen insert the time dependent velocity into Eq. 2 andintegrate numerically over the exposure time. For our ex-perimental parameters this results in a increase of thesignal by 30%.Applying the Doppler-correction to the experimental dataof Fig. 5 we find good agreement between the atom num-ber determined using dark-ground imaging and the onefrom fluorescence imaging: dark/fluo = 0.96±0.16. Theerror is dominated by the uncertainty in the atom numberdetected by fluorescence imaging (15%).It is interesting to note that the same correction appliesto any form of absorption imaging. For example, for thestandard resonant absorption imaging with a saturationparameter of only s = 0.1 and an exposure time of
τ = 100µs we calculate a reduction of the absorptionsignal by 5% due to the acceleration of the atoms by theprobe beam.
In summary, we have compared for the first timedark-ground and fluorescence imaging in a MOT forcold-atom clouds of 1000 atoms down to only 100 atoms.We find good agreement between the two methods onlyafter taking into account the Doppler shift caused by theacceleration of the atoms by the imaging beam.
This work has been supported by a Marie CurieExcellence Grant of the European Community (MEXT-CT-2005-024854). We would like to thank GiorgosKonstantinidis for supplying early versions of thedark-spot.
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